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The first edition helped bring the family approach to health care into the medical mainstream. This

new edition, like the first, provides health care professionals with a practical guide to working with

and treating both the individual patient and the family. Tackling challenging and emerging issues,

such as AIDS and the family, race and gender, child abuse and domestic violence in addition to

pregnancy, child behavior and chronic illness, this volume is sure to be an indispensable guide for

primary care providers.
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"[This book]fills an important void in our education and therefore is highly recommended. I wish it

every success because if it succeeds, we all win."-Jack H. Medalie, M.D., M.P.H. F.A.A.F.P, Case

Western Reserve University School of Medicine Advance praise for Family-Oriented Primary Care:

A Manual for Medical Providers:"A superb job. I'm eager to recommend it to all medical students

and family practice residents."- Eugene S.Farley, Jr., University of Wisconsin Medical School From

the reviews of the second edition:  "A comprehensive approach to the education and training of

primary care physicians and other primary care providers â€¦ . The book is organized so that each

chapter has a discreet goal. â€¦ the authors are to be highly commended for writing and then

updating a thoughtful and comprehensive book. This volume is replete with references that provide

additional resources and ideas â€¦ . an excellent addition to any family medicine training program â€¦

an important resource for primary care physicians and psychologists â€¦ ." (Ronald B. Margolis,



PsycCRITIQUES online, April, 2005)

I am in my final months of my masters degree as a family nurse practitioner and I wish I would have

read this book earlier in my studies. It is full of information on how to support the patient and their

family through common crises: infidelity, abuse, infertility, PTSD, etc. The authors highlight what to

do and not do in a situation and how to speak to the patient to really get to the heart of the matter,

and then how to get them the help they need. I like to think of myself as a social person that can

communicate well with others- but this book really hits home the importance of good communication

with our patients and how important this communication is in the success of their care.

Don't waste your money. Just get the pdf. That said, the content is pretty good. A bit of a dry read,

though.

This is perhaps THE best book for teaching physicians the psychosocial side of primary care. It is

nicely targeted at the challenges that residents and PCPs face daily offering practical ideas for

action and wise counsel for understanding patients.

This is a good book. I'm using it for my graduate classes and is just what I expected.

Needed this book for my nursing course. Just what I was looking for.

Cites the discredited Barsky who claims diseases like ME/CFIDS are psychogenic. This attitude

contributes to a tremendous amount of iatrogenic morbidity.
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